Development method of simulation software of landscape affecting traffic safety in traffic system
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Abstract — Simulation is a resonable method to research the impact of landscape on traffic safety. In this paper, two different charts of main control program of the simulation program and chart of main simulation program are researched; the simulation program was built by Visual Basic and Access Database. The impact of vehicle speed, radius of curved road and landscape position on the risk probability of the road were analyzed by simulation. The results showed: when radius of curved road are same, the risk probability of the road with high road design speed was smaller than that of low one, for example it was reduced about 41.7% when the road design speed is 80km/h than that is 60km/h; the risk probability of the road reduced about 58% at large radius curved road than small one when the landscape is in the same place and road design speed does not change.
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II. DEVELOPMENT METHODS

A. Software Development Process

1) Flow chart of main control program.

For acquire simulation results of different road environment, vehicle speed and landscape position were set as loop variable. The flow chart of main control program is shown in Fig.1.

2) Flow chart of main program.

The basic idea of the simulation of the main program is as following: in one loop, by using the parameter, the standard sight distance (shorted by SSD) will be set and the driver sight distance (shorted by DSD) will be calculated through the model [8], and then safety status of vehicle will be judged by comparing SSD and DSD. The number of vehicle run on the simulation road is the loop number, each time the safety status will be judged, the accident number will be recorded, and the probability of risk will be calculated by main control program after the simulating vehicle operated many times. The probability is the safety status of this road in a certain period. The flow chart of main program is as shown in Fig.2.
According to the idea of the flow chart of program design, the simulation software of landscape affecting traffic safety was developed by Visual Basic and Access Database [8]. The simulation software was made of five modules; they are simulation model parameters entering module, driver sight distance calculation module, program controlling module, probability tendency chart of risk status module, and result outputting module. The basic operation flow of this program is as following: at first, there are four simulation models in simulation model parameters enter module, they are vehicle model, driver model, landscape model and road model, they must be set a value according the requirement of simulation; in the second, driver sight distance calculation module will be started; the DSD will be calculated, the SSD will be set; third, program controlling module will be started, after set the loop times, the program will run, and the result will be outputted; at last, the probability tendency chart of risk status module will be activated when program controlling module start, the probability tendency chart of risk status of the road will be outputted.
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Fig. 1. Two difference main controlling program flow chart
III. AN EXAMPLE OF SIMULATION

By using this simulation software, the result can be acquired at different radius of curved road, at different road design speed, and at different position of landscape. Here is an example, the road design speed was 60 km/h, the result was shown in Fig. 3, in the legend, “1, 2, …, 6” is test group sequence, and “big, middle, small” is the radius of curved road.

Curved road was distinguished as following: when road design speed is 60 km/h, the radius of big radius curved road is not less than 400 meter, the radius of middle radius curved road is between 200 meter and 400 meter, the radius of small radius curved road is less than 200 meter; when road design speed is 60 km/h, the radius of big radius curved road is not less than 600 meter, the radius of middle radius curved road is between 300 meter and 600 meter, the radius of small radius curved road is less than 300 meter.
Run the simulation program when road design speed is 60 km/h and 80 km/h, and compared the results, some rules were found. When road design speed and the position of landscape are same, the bigger the radius of road, the smaller the risk probability of the road is. For example, the risk probability of the road is 0.019 times per hundred vehicles in small radius road, however it is 0.008 times per hundred vehicles in big radius road, it was reduced about 58%. When road design speed is same, the risk probability of the road is changed a little as the position of landscape changed. When radius of road is same, the bigger the road design speed, the smaller the risk probability of the road is. For example, the risk probability of the road is 0.012 times per hundred vehicles when the road design speed is 60 km/h, however it is 0.007 times per hundred vehicles when the road design speed is 80 km/h, it was reduced about 41.7%.

IV.CONCLUDING
Development process of simulation software of landscape affecting traffic safety was researched, main controlling program flow chart and main flow chart of simulation program were built, and simulation software was developed by Visual Basic and Access Database. The simulation result was acquired by running the simulation program; the result showed that the risk probability of the road from landscape was influenced by road design speed, radius of curve road, position of landscape.
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